The 26th edition of the premier IEEE International Requirements Engineering Conference takes place on August 20 to 24, 2018, in Canada. RE'18 brings together around 250 researchers, practitioners, educators, and students to present and discuss the most recent research results, innovations, experiences, and concerns in the discipline of requirements engineering. RE'18 is held at the Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity in the gorgeous Banff National Park, one of Canada's oldest and most popular tourist destinations. Known for its breathtaking mountainous surroundings and hot springs, Banff is a prime destination for outdoor sports and features extensive hiking, biking, and mountain climbing opportunities. This year's RE theme is "Crossing Boundaries and Increasing Impact". While being focused on requirements engineering, we also open the door to innovation and new perspectives on our discipline. The conference theme is reflected in this year's rich program, with over 70 talks about RE-related scientific contributions to research, industrial innovation, RE@Next!, and a data challenge/showcase. We are excited to have three distinguished and inspiring keynote speakers with talks related to this year's theme. There are also posters and tool demos, panel discussions, and journalfirst presentations. The pre-conference program consists of an industry day, 12 workshops, 6 tutorials, a doctoral symposium, and an RE Cares event.
blind process, also new this year. An online discussion led to a selection of 9 papers (24%). The Data Chairs and their committee accepted 5 papers, the Doctoral Symposium Chairs accepted 8 submissions, and the Posters & Demo Chairs and their committee accepted 7 contributions.
For the first time, we also invited authors of papers published in recognized journals, but not previously presented at conferences, to come present their work during the RE conference. These papers are identified as "Journal-First" (JF) in the program and are presented in the sessions that contain Research and Industry Innovation papers. Three reputable journals were considered this year: Springer's Requirements Engineering, IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, and Elsevier's Information and Software Technology.
RE'18 offers a unique Industry Day that will bring together entrepreneurs across industry sectors. Finally, RE Cares is a new multi-day opportunity for conference participants to integrate top notch research and address problems of societal interest.
We are very thankful to the whole RE'18 organizing committee and other volunteers. We also express our appreciation to our hardworking Program Committees (and awards committees) who spent many hours reviewing and discussing papers. Finally, we are thankful to all authors and attendants who contributed to the program sharing their work, findings, and feedback with the community to continue advance the field of requirements engineering and related fields.
Last but not least we highly acknowledge the contributions of our conference sponsors. In particular, we would like to thank Intel Inc., Tata Consulting Services and the University of Calgary Schulich School of Engineering serving as platinum, gold, and silver sponsors, respectively.
Enjoy RE'18! Dr. Krzysztof Czarnecki. Societal-scale cyber-physical systems (S-CPS) are computer systems controlling physical entities using sensors and actuators, with intelligence provided by software and data, and deployed at a large scale. Over the next few decades, these systems are poised to transform entire sectors of our life, including energy, healthcare, and transportation. Automated vehicles are a prime example of such systems: they are computers on wheels that run on data while communicating with smart infrastructure and each other. Requirements engineering (RE) has a key role to play in this transformation and in achieving the positive effects S-CPS. I will argue that RE for S-CPS should be data-driven, continuous, and values-based. While these directions have already been identified in the RE field, this talk will exemplify their role for automated driving and point to open questions and future research opportunities. An important theme throughout this talk will be safety assurance, which is an immediate major challenge for engineering of these systems, and RE has also a key role to play in addressing it. Dr. Gail Murphy. The DevOps movement enables the more frequent delivery of changes to a software system. Adopting DevOps practices is seen as enabling the ability to get more done. But is the more that is getting done actually of value to the end user or to the producing organization? In this talk, I will explore how the ideas of value streams are being applied to software development and how the requirements community is key to enabling an increased focus on the delivery of value. 
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